
    casa
ECO.logica

SUSTAINABLE HOUSING
SMART LIVING.



LOCATION:
AMBIENTEPARCO, BRESCIA.

Imagine a green area laying in the historical center of an old town. Imagine to live it feeling the quiet , relaxing, enjoying installations, 
events, interactive workshops for kids. You will find hints and informations that will allow us to build a different future where our 
houses and towns will be more environmental friendly and built around us. Casa.ecologica was born here, inside AmbienteParco, in 
the underwater tunnel through whose windows one can admire the water of the small lake, and a ground floor space dedicated to 
water games. A permanent edutainment exhibition to discover and learn to respect water; a stimulating “immersion” in interactive 
exhibits.
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THE EXHIBITION BUILDINGS
OF AMBIENTE PARCO

All AmbienteParco’s exhibitions are interactive.
The visitor has a central and participative role, his discovery is 
active and experimental and he’s not confined to the role of the spectator, 
passive and contemplative. The public is invited to participate touching and 
playing with objects and mechanisms. To overcome the psychological barrier 
that divides us from the abstract concepts of science, technology and engineering 
and understand its principles, common objects are used.

We created and environment that enhances a collective experience, in a 
way that establishes a connection not only between the visitor and the exhibit, 
but also among visitors. The exhibitions have therefore a social value that goes 
beyond the education: knowledge is built as a collective experience and a shared 
perception.

The exhibition is s stimuolus to fascinate and make curious while 
getting closer to a new awareness of the value of natural resources 
and their scarcity, and of the environment pollution. These issues are 
closer to us and more understandable to us than anybody realizes, and truly 
belong to our everyday experience. That’s why exhibits are an ensemble of 
demonstration, entertainment, game, mixed to interact with visitors of 
any age, ranging from primary to secondary school to university and to adults.

Different levels of understanding and use of the exhibits will make all of 
exhibitions of AmbienteParco straightforward and enjoyable. Learning is eased 
by gamization and interaction. Moreover, contents are characterized by technical 
and scientific precision. The approach is informative, quantitative and objective. 
Where possible a measure of phenomena is shown.
The exhibition themes are treated in depth in educational workshops.

The exhibitions currently in design ore realization phase are the following:

NATUR.ACQUA WATER EXHIBITION: opened in december 2011
SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE: Eco.Cubi
ENERGY EFFICIENCY: casa Eco.Logica
RENEWABLE ENERGY: Spazio.Energia
SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY: outdoor, opened in 2010 
WASTE REDUCTION AND RECYCLING: outdoor
BOTANIC: outdoor in the park
FILO.CONDUTTORE: a long strip of infographic posters highlighting the main 
themes of AmbienteParco: demographics, global warming, renewables, waste 
reduction and recycling, mobility, water, food, housing.



ECO.LOGICA HOUSE: GOALS.

The house is an ecosystem. Houses live, use resources, air, water, energy, space and returns them to the planet modified.

The goal of the eco.logica house is to sensitize citizens on the importance of sustainable housing, for ourselves and for the environment.
Through an interactive journey the visitor compares two different ways of living in our houses: one traditional and inefficient and one highly sustainable. 
The comparison Is based on real data of consumptions constantly monitored on single appliances.

Houses are ecosystems inside a bigger ecosystem: our planet. That’s why it’s important to show that our everyday choices and habits 
generate a chain reaction that need to be positive.

Thus energy saving and efficiency plays a major role, being the first source of sustainable energy, being efficient from any viewpoint: 
resource use, pollution, CO2. In the house the footprint of goods and foods that we buy is shown, with a critical analysis of their life cycles. 

But the main message is that everybody can transform his house in an example of 
sustainability.

The eco.logica house is in fact a pre-existing house that has been retrofitted in which the first floor 
consume half of the ground floor thanks to good choices. 
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GROUND FLOOR

• The living house, the ecosystem of living
• Who can save energy?
• Heating and conditioning

The kitchen:
• Conventional appliances (fridge, dishwasher, washing machine, oven), 

energy ratings
• Unuseful appliances 
• Personal and family consumption evaluation, local and global
• Food: production, transport, waste require energy, produce CO2, pollute.

Packaging of different kinds, the related consumptions, CO2, 
waste treatment

Product life cycle
The ecological footprint

Clothing:
Fabrics, the related consumptions, CO2, waste treatment

Technological innovations:
Bathroom: 
• two buttons flushing
• aereators in taps
• showers instead of baths

Lighting
Certifications

Videos

FIRST FLOOR

Lighting
• natural lighting
• solar tube
• different types of artificial lighting

Heating and conditioning
• high efficiency heat pumps with radiant panels and fine thermal control
• Automatic ventilation

Renewables: solar thermal and PV

Kitchen: efficient appliances

Bathroom:
• Renewable water, rainwater harvesting
• Best behaviours

Building automation supporting energy efficiency

ECO.LOGICA HOUSE: CONTENTS.



Active real time measurements of performance data.
In the eco.logica house the visitor can verify quantities of energy and water used 
in the two floors, thus understanding the importance of sustainable choices

Astonish, make curious, involve step by step.
The exhibition contents reach the visitor in stages:

1)Capture its attention with sentences taken from everyday life. At ground floor 
unsatisfaction is highlighted (don’t switch on the washing machine, I’m cooking 
with the oven, my feets are cold). At first floor they suggest new, intriguing, 
solutions (the pasta that makes you bill thinner, what a pleasure this beer cooled 
by the sun)

2)Clearly and sintetically explain the effectiveness (result obtained) and 
efficiency (resource consumption) of the selected behavior

3)Details and technical insights, through infographics

4)Experimentation

A fresh and catchy graphics, interactive exhibits, capture attention 
and give the information a nice look.

Switch off the 
water tap, I miss 

the shower!

who left the 
lights on in the 

bathroom?

It seems to be natural living in always 
lighted rooms, but generally we need 

light only where we are

Keep unnecessary lights switched on
leads to an increased energy 

consumption, as well as the use of 
ineffective lamps

Go to the first floor and
let there be light on smart saving 

ECO.LOGICA HOUSE: METHODOLOGY.



THE EXHIBITION
At ground floor low efficiency plants 
and appliances are installed.

Unsustainable behaviours are simulated: 
lights left on even when people leave the 
room or when there’s plenty of natural light.
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At first floor plants and appliances are very 
efficient and simulated behaviours are those 
of people paying attention to sustainability.

Lighting is realized with LED lamps and switches on 
only when people are present. Light intensity varies 
with natural light availability.

For heating and conditioning the comparison 
is made between ground floor’s medium efficiency 
systems with ON/OFF control and first floor’s highly 
efficient heat pump with radiating panels with highly 
sensible control system.

Solar thermal and PV panels, able to lower the 
building’s energy consumption, complete the first 
floor’s exhibition.
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THE EXHIBITION



THE EXHIBITION
YOUR CONTRIBUTION IS NECESSARY TO SAVE ENERGY

EVERYONE
FOR ENERGY

SAVING!
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APPROACH 
descriptive and emotional

MESSAGE 
most people think not to be able to address energy crisis as citizens.
Our message is that every bit counts and that everybody’s contribution 
is crucial, because when collectively summed up it can make the 
difference. Change in our domestic behaviours, investing in high 
efficiency plants, appliances and technologies make a true energy 
saving possibleWe can do more with less.

HOW
A mirror with a sentence written on, reflects the visitor’s face identifying 
him with the one responsible for energy saving
To transform awareness in action, he can press a button and switch as 
many LEDs as (in proportion) the inhabitants of the Brescia province, of 
Lombardy, Italy, Europe, the world
A simple calculator suggests to multiply by these figures the individual 
results obtained in the eco.logica house
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WHERE 
on the six pillars in the center of ground floor

APPROACH 
infographics

MESSAGE 
Life Cycle Analisis takes in account impacts of environmental, 
economic and social nature of a product.
The goal is to define a full picture pf a product’s or a service’s 
interactions, understanding both direct and indirect consequences: 
raw materials (mining and production), production, distribution, use 
and maintenance, recycling and final disposal, from cradle to grave.

HOW
Every pillar represents one phase of a product life cycle with hanging 
related informations as leaves of a tree.
Pillars are linked with arrows indicating the flow of the life cycle
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Spread the 
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consumption!

THE EXHIBITION
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WHERE 
north wall, in the kitchen area

APPROACH 
interactive game, contest among supermarket trolleys

MESSAGE 
choice of foods minimizing packaging

HOW
A shelf contains different types of packagings, identified with a 
barcode. The visitor buys a number of foods, scans the code and a 
monitor displays the packaging content.
Two scanners allow a competition between two visitors. This exhibit 
can be made coherently with the one on seasonality of food,

THE EXHIBITION
PACKAGINGS

CONVENTIONAL
APPLICANCES

UNUSEFUL
APPLIANCES

THERMAL 
DISPERSION

KITCHEN


